
Michael Winings (standing) of
Small Parts, Inc. in Logansport
says strong emphasis is placed
on background checks and
drug tests in bringing the right
people into the company.
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I
f young people are looking for a challenge as they choose their career path, how about
the following:

Work closely with a wide variety of people. Juggle a growing list of responsibilities. Serve
as a friend, counselor and confidant. Deal with changing cultural expectations and legal
requirements. Play a key role in the productivity and financial performance of your company. 

Welcome to the rapidly changing world of human resources. No matter the type or
size of company, the function continues to grow in importance. Businesses need to attract and
retain the best employees. Nearly all struggle with rising health care costs. Human resource
directors are key players in these and other issues.

On the job
Daryl LaFace served as a human resource (HR) manager for several Indiana companies before

joining Indianapolis-based Benefit Strategies, Inc. as a regional manager earlier this year. He says
the HR field is a growing one, as companies with smaller numbers of employees recognize the
need for this type of expertise.

LaFace and Joe Guzman, Jr., president of Benefit Strategies, state that colleges are producing
more people in organizational development and as human resource
generalists. “There is just a greater awareness and emphasis on
keeping people happy.”

Outsourcing of some of the administrative load – background and
reference checks are just two examples – is also becoming more popular,
as are HR audits. Companies are bringing in experts to review the
legality of their applications, interview questions and other HR tools.

Guzman not only hired LaFace away from the corporate HR
world, but is also aware of others who have left that side of the
business recently.

“There are increasing demands. They’re often underappreciated,”
he states. There’s restricted upward mobility in many cases. People
are caught in the middle so often. There are top-down pressures,
bottom-up pressures.”

Three longtime professionals confirm the challenges, while
offering their perspectives on dealing with the issues of today. They include Brenda Moore of
Oxford Financial Group in Indianapolis, Michael Winings of Small Parts, Inc. in Logansport and
Chris Schrader of AuthorHouse in Bloomington.

Hiring approaches
Bringing the right people to the workplace is the natural starting point for the employer-employee

relationship. There is no single method one can utilize, however, to make that happen successfully.
Moore makes use of a profiling instrument that she is trained to interpret. “Within 40 minutes,

I can look at the profile and it gives me a snapshot of how that person matches to the position.
We’re really going after a good fit. If you can bring in the right talent, that is key.”

At Small Parts, Winings says drug testing has been a staple for a number of years. The company
has also looked at broadening its application to include some form of aptitude tests.

“For selected positions,” he adds, “anything that gives a manager access to the corporate
checkbook or a position of trust, we’re doing background checks in considerably greater detail.”

In today’s business and media climate, extreme care must be taken in hiring decisions, according
to Schrader. He cites Enron, Sarbanes-Oxley legislation and the cultural change in how people
receive information.

“The revolution of blogs on the Internet is a major factor in news cycles. It’s created a heightened
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awareness among companies,” Schrader points out. “They know
that ‘if we don’t do our due diligence, we could really be held
in the spotlight.’ People are holding business to an extreme
accountability for knowing things. There seems to be a very low
threshold for mistakes.”

Schrader previously worked for InterArt (now Sunrise
Greetings) before joining AuthorHouse earlier this year.
AuthorHouse is the leading self-publishing company in the world,
working with authors to get their books in print. Customer
service is an essential ingredient in that success.

In addition to developing testing and interview applications
that work best for the company, Schrader is analyzing what he
terms as “leverage points,” critical positions that have direct
customer contacts.

“Each one of those interfaces or contacts is an opportunity
to add to our customer’s value perception – or detract from it,”
he reasons. “I need to understand what type of human capital
is needed to fill that role. I’m expecting five or six positions
that, at the end of the day, are as crucial as the street sweepers in
the Disney model. So many companies, at the critical customer
interface positions, put their lowest end employee. I don’t
understand it.”

Taking their time
Once employees are on the job, keeping them happy is a

constant challenge. Employers must combine that priority with
the responsibility to run a financially efficient and productive
operation.

Paid time off (PTO) banks operate in various forms. The
general premise is a combination of vacation, sick and personal
days into a single pool. Employees generally feel empowered to
avoid “coughing into the phone” to take a sick day when they
need the time off for another reason, LaFace claims, while
employers hope to realize the advantage of fewer surprise absences.

“The surveys show employees love them and employers
are mixed,” LaFace says. “Once you introduce a PTO plan, you
can’t go backward. You want to look at current attendance
trends, whether you have high absenteeism. If you have high
turnover, (the PTO) might be something you don’t want to do.”

LaFace and Schrader point out another long-term consideration
for employers. Traditionally, once employees leave the company,
employers are only entitled to pay unused vacation time. Under

the PTO model, unless other time-off days are specifically
excluded, they become part of the employer obligation.

The theory is solid, but the financial implications can be
significant. 

“The courts have been very consistent. You can co-mingle
the days off if you want, but later you can’t undo it,” Schrader
states. “Some companies are giving greater flexibility, but
chopping the number of days because of the potential impact.”

Small Parts has not gone the PTO route, but Winings says
the effort is in place for greater flexibility, particularly in case of
emergencies. If the tables were turned, he reasons, “We would
want to be given the same consideration.”

Oxford has helped answer employee needs through various
programs. Flex time (slightly adjusted working hours) has been
in place. A highly popular third week of vacation for beginning
employees was added a few years ago, along with summer
hours – allowing employees who have finished their work to
leave at 3 p.m. on Fridays.

Moore says she would look at the possibility of part-time
or job-sharing requests. Telecommuting would not work for
the job requirements at Oxford. 

“We have to be creative, and take care of the people we do
have,” she declares. “You must do those things to be competitive

Employees face the constant challenge of balancing work and family responsibilities, while managers must develop policies that make financial
sense for the company.

Triplett Earns HR Honor

Hank Triplett of Apollo America Corporation in
Jeffersonville was honored as the Ogletree Deakins/
HR Dimensions 2005 Human Resources Professional

of the Year. 
The award was presented June 8 as part of the Indiana

Chamber’s 41st Annual Human Resources Conference &
Expo. He received a customized wall plaque, a complimentary
registration for the 2006 Workplace Strategies Advanced
Employment Law Program in Atlanta, Georgia, two night’s
accommodations in Atlanta and two round-trip airline tickets
courtesy of AirTran to anywhere it flies in the United States.

Triplett has also been invited to author a column on a
relevant human resources topic in a future issue of BizVoice.

Information on nominations for the 2006 Human
Resources Professional of the Year award will be available
early next year.
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and make it a nice work environment.”
The challenge only grows, at times, for a small employer

to remain competitive against the bigger players in its industry.
Compensation time off the job for working overtime is a
tool those employers can use successfully in some cases.
In addition, LaFace suggests, companies, in the absence of
an HR department, have various resources available to
assist with establishing and managing such programs.

Pay now or pay later
Several national reports have indicated a trend toward

moving away from the annual pay review and fixed increase.
Our HR experts can buy the need for merit-based increases,
but caution against altering the annual cycle.

“I don’t think we can get away from annual increases,”
Moore notes. “People will get really nervous if they start
seeing that. They’re (annual increases) important for overall
morale. What we are seeing now is more pay-for-performance, more
bonus situations – if the firm or company is successful, you benefit.”

One-on-one, performance-based compensation changes are a
good move, adds Winings, who also sees a corresponding decrease
in some group or classification pay models.

Expectations have changed, according to Schrader. “I’ve said
for a number of years that it’s tough to satisfy workers by just
trying to utilize stepped, fixed increases. The days of everybody
getting this general, static increase in a fixed cycle are getting

harder and harder to maintain.”
LaFace says that some companies moving from the traditional

year to the 18-month review/pay raise period are compensating
by offering higher percentage increases. Gain sharing, distributing
profits to employees based on successfully meeting metrics such as
productivity or safety, is also becoming a more popular alternative.

“At the exempt level (of employees), merit based is the way
it’s going. With non-exempt, hourly employees, that’s a little more
difficult to do,” he reports. “Whatever program a company uses, the

The Benefit Strategies team of (from left) Kimber McCarson,
Daryl LaFace and Joe Guzman Jr. works with companies
on a variety of human resource and benefit issues.
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key is communication. If it looks at business and market conditions
and can’t afford raises, it can’t afford it. They might have to
communicate that it’s a choice between no increases or layoffs.”

People often assume company profit margins are far greater
than reality, Schrader has found. Communication is the only
way to “get expectations calibrated the right way.”

Tackling the health care monster
No discussion of HR duties would be complete without

addressing the ongoing fight to control health care costs. Any
quick-fix, temporary solutions are long gone.

“An awful lot of employers are at the end of their elasticity.
They’ve done everything they can do in cost shifting,” Guzman
claims. “People are turning to consumerism, to HSAs (health
savings accounts). They’re the new hope, kind of like managed
care was of the ’90s. The concern I have is what degree of
empowerment there will be at the individual level.”

HSAs rely on employers making informed decisions about
the type of care they will receive. With their increased financial
outlay, Guzman asks, “When they need health care, and need
access to it, will they (access it)?” One study indicates that care
will not be sought early enough, leading to higher health care
costs down the road.

Guzman emphasizes that he is not against consumerism, but
that, in his opinion, HRAs (health reimbursement arrangements)
hold more promise as employers maintain greater control over

the funds.
Oxford is one of many companies that, until recently, paid

all health insurance premium costs. Co-pays were introduced
and several other changes were made. Now, Moore is closely
studying HSAs and plans to propose to management a dual
offering of both a traditional insurance plan and an HSA. 

“I’ve studied this and worked with consultants and brokers
for over two years,” she says. “This is a huge change in the whole
concept of health insurance. In any transition, any options you
can give people will be helpful.”

Winings wholeheartedly agrees with the “no more quick
fixes” philosophy. “Our sleeves are getting shorter. There are
fewer things we can pull out. We’ve replaced the traditional
indemnity plan with HRAs to put people in the driver’s seat to
spend their health care dollars.”

More than 50% of Small Parts employees chose the HRA option
when it was first introduced in October 2003. The traditional
indemnity plan option was removed a year later, with a choice
in place among HRA plans. Winings sees HSAs as the next
step in the evolution with people having the ability to utilize
some of their own pre-taxed dollars. The company has also
instituted a wellness program and expects to see dividends
from that within the next several years.

Additionally, Small Parts has two plants in Mexico. Employees
there have access to health care insurance (at no cost to them)

Continued on page 62



through a government authority. The quality of care, however, does
not compare to that in the United States. The totally different system,
though, is one of various challenges for Winings as an HR director.

“There are pretty obvious cultural and language differences. I’m
not bilingual. That’s one obvious limitation. But I can work through
others who are,” Winings shares. “I can understand their culture
easier. Small Parts is an organization based on the values of

integrity, excellence and service. We encourage people to rally
around those. They transcend cultures and help break down some
of the barriers that might be in place.”

Beyond the call of duty
With the line between work and home life often blurred,

HR professionals often find themselves serving an extended,
more personal role. 

“You have to be very compassionate
with people’s situations, but when it
starts eating into people’s time away
from the office …,” Moore reflects. “We
have an EAP (Employee Assistance
Program) in place. There are a lot of
medical conditions. You see more stress.
I don’t think people are as fulfilled
because they’re running constantly.”

Schrader, in his limited time thus
far at AuthorHouse, has dealt with
situations that “have nothing to do with
work, but are clearly impacting work.
I think the curve is going to increase.
There is a lot of pressure out there.”

He believes managers are becoming
more attuned to listening to their associates
and watching for signs of trouble.
“Employees don’t always want solutions,
but they do want awareness and an
appreciation of what’s going on.”

Just like HR managers and directors
deserve. It’s a difficult job, one that isn’t
getting any easier.

“It’s more difficult from a legal
standpoint,” Moore professes. “With
FMLA, FLSA, COBRA, HIPAA and all
the other guidelines you have to
review and understand, you question
yourself. It can become so confusing.”

Thankfully, the HR professionals are
there to sort through the confusion and
play a vital role for their company.

Attraction and Retention
Continued from page 33
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(RO C K)
Our efficiency

planning includes
the most up-to-
date technology
and equipment;

(P A P E R )
professional and

proficient staff for
putting ink on

paper;

(SC I S S O R S)
and the most

effective systems
for communication

and planning to
keep costs in line.

The Right EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC PRE-PRESS

Full digital Computer-to-Plate workflow

PC & Mac platforms 

supported

FTP site for rapid file transfer

Drum & Flatbed Scanners

Digital Asset Management 

via Argosy

PRESSES

2 Komori 40" 6-color 

Sheetfed presses with Aqueous coating

capabilities

1 Heidelberg 40" 6-color 

Sheetfed press with CD & Aqueous coating

capabilities

1 Heidelberg 40" 2-color 

Sheetfed press with Perfector capabilities

BINDERY

1 McCain Saddle Stitcher

3 Stahl Folders

2 Polar Cutters

Supply Chain Management 

via Argosy

Alternative equipment available through other locations nationwide.

Indiana’s Natural Resource for Print and Communications Management

www.stclairpress.com

1203 E. Saint Clair Street  Indianapolis, IN 46202 

317.612.9100      800.748.0323

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Daryl LaFace and Joe
Guzman, Benefit Strategies, at
(317) 466-1336 or 
www.bsi-indiana.com

Brenda Moore, Oxford Financial
Group, at (317) 805-5150

Michael Winings, Small Parts, Inc.,
at (574) 753-6323

Chris Schrader, AuthorHouse, at
(812) 339-6000, ext. 5243




